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Abstract—This study provides an analysis of different classification methods that can be utilized 

for the iris recognition system. Common personal recognition approaches are relied on what a 

person identifies (a coded password, etc.) or what a person has (card of identification, physical key, 

etc.). These approaches possess a number of difficulties. Keys can be missing; cards of 

identification and passwords can be forgotten. Biometrics refers to biological traits taken from 

humans to determine their identity. Biometric techniques are increasingly used to gain the upper 

hand against identity theft. Iris recognition is a proven and accurate method for identifying people. 

Iris is considered the most reliable biometric feature for its uniqueness and durability.  

Keywords-biometric; iris recognition; phase based method; feature extraction; pattern recognition.  

 I.  INTRODUCTION  

The word "biometric" refers to the authentication and identification of singular identity relied on 

the distinctive properties or features of persons [1]. Scheme of Biometric includes behavioural and 

physiological features. Behavioural features are a collection of biometrics that treats with 

nonphysiological or nonbiological properties organized via a biometric scheme. It contains from four 

groups: Signature, Recognition of Keystroke, Walk, and Voice. Physiological features are a collection 

of biometrics that includes biological and physiological properties organized via a biometric scheme. 

It is mostly including Earlobe, DNA, Hand, IRIS and Face. [2]. System of recognition of Iris is 

beneficial in improving controlling of access and safety. Likewise, it is appropriate in establishments 

where entrance to definite sources is hardly organized such as biometric iris recognition can be utilized 

to regulate the entrance to the boarding zone. As soon as a passenger records their body pass, system 

of security of the iris recognition can avoid their identity from being cooperated in the boarding zone. 

Other presentation zones of the research contain awkward identity distortion in rooms of inspection, 

entrance to secure zones in building, banking organizations, and other establishments, entrance and 

start limits in mobile phones and computers to remark but a rare [3]. In 1885, Alphonse Bertillon, a 

French ophthalmologist, earliest proposed the iris form as a base for private documentation [4]. In 

1987, Flom and Safir achieved the conception of an automatic iris biometrics scheme that was not 

implemented [4]. A report with no experimental result was published by Johnston in 1992. Iris founded 

schemes of security catch iris form of persons and matches those patterns with registers in current 

archives. Although important development has found in recognition of iris, inaccurate iris pictures and 
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processing noisy needs additional examination. Procedures of recognition of Iris required be improving 

and trying in a variation of settings and conformations. Research issues are relied on nonlinear 

normalization, vitality detection, iris localization, obstruction, segmentation, and big-scale 

identification. It is essential to attain the lowermost rate of false refutation and the time of quickest 

composite for pattern formation then matching it.  

 II.  IRIS BIOMETRIC  

The iris is a safe interior organ of the eye placed amid the lens and cornea as shown in Fig. 1. The 

iris comprises of muscle tissue which is comprising from sphincter muscle producing the pupil to 

shrink and a collection of dilator muscles producing the pupil to expand. The distribution of external 

superficial of iris is an external ciliary area and an internal pupillary area. Both two areas are parted 

via a sinuous structure named the collarbone [4]. The crypts like oval arrangements round the 

collarbone let fluids to rapidly come into and leaving the iris, due to the pupil dilate and shrinks. A 

collection of radial streaks, produced via connective tissue as groups around the crypts, correcting out 

whereas the pupil shrinks and finish up curvy once the pupil expands. Concentric lines near to the 

external ciliary area extend as the pupil expands, producing the iris to folding. [4]. The complex 

network of fibrous muscles, lengthways with cellular arrangements for example crypts, ligaments, 

rings, collarette and furrows; teach a greatly complicated touch to iris. The distinctive property of iris 

amongst persons is because of the complication of its touch. The schemes of iris recognition are 

depending on these formulas. The textural info usually included amid the limitations of pupillary and 

limbic is utilized for recognition of iris. The iris’s tissue was considered practically steady above time 

in spite of aging. Nevertheless, latest investigation results of the influence of “iris aging” on 

presentation of recognition have maladjusted [5-9]. Although this, until now recognition of iris draws 

excessive attention in many fields as civilian and military because of its understand individual property 

in the using populace. It has described that for a specified iris, the combinatorial complication of the 

encrypted info 1 spans around 249 degrees-of-freedom. By comparing, face and marks (fingerprints) 

are obvious to possess 20 and 35 degrees of freedom, in that order [10, 11].  

  

Figure I.   Iris anatomy: exterior (right) and inner (left) [12, 13].  
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A usual iris recognition scheme contains four principal sections.  

● 1st section, image acquisition, treats with catching the arrangement of pictures of iris from the 

topic utilizing sensors and cameras. It comprises of picture acquisition, location, lighting, and 

physical catch scheme. There are parameters as blocking, lighting, number of pixels on the 

iris affecting on quality of image [14]. For rising flexibility, planned a technique in which the 

whole arrangement of pictures is attained for the duration of recording and the greatest 

appropriate pictures are choosing. Assistances of Registration to deliver strong identity 

managing.  

● 2nd section, pre-processing which includes several different stages for example pupil and iris 

border detection, iris liveness detection, detection of eyelid, elimination, and normalization. 

Iris liveness detection parts the live topic from a glass eye, video playback, photograph, or 

additional artefacts. Probably that the biometric properties are false and make use of 

illegitimately. Several approaches for example integrodifferential operator, Hough transform, 

and gradient-based edge detection is utilized to limit the iris and parts of the pupil from the 

image of eye. The counter of the lower and higher eyelids is fitting by utilizing parabolic arcs 

producing in detection of eyelid and elimination. It is significant to draw the eliminated iris 

area to a regularized formula. Methods of Iris localization are principally depending on 

morphological operators, spring force, moments and gradient, probability. The iris localization 

technique advanced via Zhaofeng [15] is depending on a repetition system depending on the 

spring force utilizing law of Hooke. The grouping of forces from wholly points regulates the 

radius and centre of the iris and pupil. Mira and Mayer carried out Morphological workers 

[16] to get borders of iris. The internal border is determined via carrying out the threshold, 

closing operators, and image opening. The external border is determined via carrying out a 

threshold, by the opening and closing operators. Guodong Guo [17] was prepared the iris 

localization method which is depending on variance of tissue and gradient of intensity. The 

gradient of intensity uses the operator of integrodifferential. The using of Kullback-Leibler 

[18] discrepancy is to determine the space amid two possibility allocations resulting from the 

external and internal areas. H. Proenca and L.A. Alexandre [19] planned a moment-based 

touch division algorithm, utilizing second-order geometric instants of the image as touch 

properties. The-clustering algorithms like kmeans, self-organizing maps, and fuzzy k-means 

were utilized for partition the image to yield as production the clusters-labeled images. The 

tests were carried out in the UBIRIS database with 98.020% and 97.880% accuracy for the 

images taken in the 1 session and the 2 sessions, respectively. Quality images for 1214 and 

663 noisy images, the segmentation performance was 98.020% and 97.880%, separately.   

● 3rd section defines the utmost important properties for feature extraction, classification. Some 

features are x-y coordinates, radius, the pupil shape and size, the intensity values, the 

orientation of the pupil ellipse, and the ratio between the average intensity of the two pupils. 

Features are encoded in a format suitable for recognition.  

● 4th section, recognition attains results via assessment of properties with put in storage designs 

[20]. Changeability of intra-class and Cross-class is utilized as metrics for troubles of grouping 

of design. Fig. 2 display the foremost sections of the iris recognition scheme:  
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Figure II.   Iris Recognition Scheme III.  APPLICATIONS OF IRIS RECOGNITION  

The capability to accomplish iris recognition can be very useful in numerous presentations. Some 

are itemized below:  

● Border control: presently, various airports in the world are utilized Iris recognition schemes 

(e.g. Singapore, UK, Canada, Netherlands, UAE, etc.). These schemes are normally utilized 

for scanning travellers (to advance boundary control and screen in contradiction of a watchlist), 

and the workers (for entrance controller to limited zones) [21].   

● Surveillance: Surveillance is recognized as the observing of actions, manners, or other varying 

info, typically of people for the aim of effecting, directing, managing, or keeping them [22].  

● Law enforcement: In crime safety and inhibition. Possibly, they could increase the security of 

both law and civilian’s implementation officials.  

● Service industry: schemes of IAAD could be utilized for developing employer accessibility in 

the facility manufacturing (e.g., retail stores banks, casinos, etc.). An example presentation 

contains recognizing customers as they come into a stock to deliver them with modified sales 

(supposing comfortable privacy and social worries) [23].  
● Military: Identification jobs on fields are regularly accomplished via means of recognition of 

hand-held iris (PIER scanners from Securi Metrics). As these means need from the members a 

great grade of collaboration.  

● Robotics: The futurity of robotics is predictable to contain lock contact amid service-based 

robots and humans. The robots’ capability to identify who rising with can support deliver 

personalized mean [23].  

  

 IV.   ADVANTAGES OF IRIS RECOGNITION   

● The iris of the eye has recognized as the complete section of the body of person for biometric 

recognition to deliver effective, secure, and quicker airport processes for both implementations 

of airside and landside. The exceptional capabilities of iris recognition have verified to raise 

speed, security, and employer identity for a number of reasons.  

● One third of the world is prominent airport workers have previously combined biometric (iris 

recognition schemes) into their entrance control answers.   
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● The iris is an interior organ that is well safe in contradiction of harm and scrape via a membrane 

is greatly sensitive and transparent (cornea).This groups it separately from fingerprints that can 

be problematic to identify afterward definite kinds of manual work for many years.  

● The iris is normally flat and its geometric conformation is regulated via two matching muscles 

that regulate only the diameter of pupil, this produces the iris form much more expectable than 

the face form.   

● The touch of the iris alike to fingerprints and specified arbitrarily through developing gestation. 

Naturally same persons possess free iris textures, of which DNA isn’t exceptional.  

  

 V.  DISADVANTAGES OF IRIS RECOGNITION   

● At a remoteness of several meters and if the individual to be recognized is, stays not 

collaborating with their head and observing at the camera, iris recognition might be so difficult 

to accomplish.  

● Iris look over is a comparatively novel technology and is incongruous with the considerable 

savings previously prepared via law implementation and migration authorities in a number of 

states in fingerprint recognition.  

● Compressing with additional photographic biometric technologies, iris recognition is sensible 

to quality of poor image related with miscarriage of registering rates.  

  

 VI.  RESTRICTIONS OF IRIS RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY   

● Eyeless individuals have potential in delivery themselves associated with the camera of iris at 

length of arm since a number of schemes depend on visual response by a LCD or mirror to lead 

the employer to align with the camera.  

● An individual should possess an eye with an iris. In relation to the American national institute 

for eye [25], the settings of anorexia (deficiency of an iris) happen in 1.8 out of 105 births. As 

it is naturally related, according to the Royal Institute of the Blind UK [26], the condition 

usually affects both eyes, but its occurrence individual involves an extensive range of partial 

settings for example chronically enlarged pupils. Iris recognition wants the pupil to possess a 

diameter below 75.0 % of the iris.  

 VII.   LITERATURE REVIEW  

This section describes approaches for iris recognition systems using the image-processing 

technique. Implementation of iris recognition techniques involved many stages are:  

 VIII.  IMAGE ACQUISITION / GROUPING OF DATA   

At first the stage is to gather a big database comprising of a number of iris images from different 

persons. The database wants to be dynamic, to catch the wealthy information of the iris designs. A 

camera at a smallest image resolution of 70 pixels must be utilized. Exceptional cameras with a lighting 

of 7 cm to 9 cm wavelengths are essential for imaging. Also, imaging should be complete with 

illumination replicating at exceptional angles relying on the wavelength to catch the wealthy designs 

and forms. The camera can be a still video or camera. A video camera is extremely desirable with the 

purpose of iris aliveness can be tried. Olatinwo, Segun O Shoewu, Oluwagbemiga Omitola, Olusegun 

O [24] used this approach in collecting data and store images in a database in bitmap setup on the 

difficult drive of the PC. The images captured by utilizing a CCD camera, which a resolution of as a 

minimum 512 dpi to produce a significant detailed image. WAHEED, MUHAMMAD [27] the 
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necessary stage in the recognition scheme of iris is the appropriate achievement of the eye image. Since 

iris is slight and dusky in colour (particularly for Asian people), it is hard to obtain well images for 

examination by utilizing the usual camera of CCD type and normal illumination. So, a mean for image 

achievement should be planned, that is provide an image of iris of adequately quality of extraordinary 

[28].   

Alhamrouni, Mohamed [29] two databases are utilized to apply the projected scheme, which is the 

databases of the Indian Institute of Technology Delhi and University of Palack´eho and Olomouc, 

(IITD) and (UPOL) respectively. An assessment amid the utmost significant info of these two 

databases for example; several of individuals whose setup of images, images were taken, images kind, 

and number of images in each database in addition to the images size in every database, and kind of 

mean that utilized to catch these images presented in table 1.  

TABLE I.   COMPARISON BETWEEN UPOL 

DATASET & IITD DATASET  

Databases  
No. of   

persons  

No. of 

images  

of every 

person  

No. of   

images  

Images 

kind  

Images 

layout  
Images size  

Name of  

Utilized 

camera  

UPOL  64.0  6  384  RGB.  PNG.  
576.0×768.0 

pixels  

SONY  

DXC  

950P3CC 

D  

IITD  224.0  5  1120  RGB.  BMP.  
320.0×240.0 

pixels  

JIRIS  

JPC1000 

digital  

CMOS  

Albadarneh, Aalaa Albadarneh, Israa Alqatawna, Ja'far [30] and Prajwala, N. B. Pushpa, N. B. [31] 

are used the image acquisition stage in collecting data by capturing images.  

 IX.   IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING  

Olatinwo, Segun O Shoewu, Oluwagbemiga Omitola, Olusegun O [24] the next stage is to check 

images for deformation and din. Then the subsequent stage is avoided, when an image satisfies a certain 

requirement of quality that is image pre-processing. In the case an image doesn’t satisfy the necessities 

in stage two (quality trying), it is pre-processed to decrease din as much as probable to simply develop 

the image quality. This can be achieved by various methods such as use filters (Mean, Median, and 

Gaussian).  

In Alhamrouni, Mohamed [29] Attaining extraordinary presentation of iris recognition scheme needs 

to overcome several of main problems, for example selecting the suitable unifies and database 

dimensions of the image and workers an adequate number of images in every test. This phase utilized 

resizing of image for reducing the image size.  
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 X.  SEGMENTATION  

  Olatinwo, Segun O Shoewu, Oluwagbemiga Omitola, Olusegun O [24] Segmentation of image 

basically has to do with the separation of the real iris part in a digital eye image. The part of iris 

approached via two circles, one for iris-sclera border and another, inner to the first, for the iris-pupil 

border. Generally, the eyelids and eyelashes prevent lower and higher divisions of the part of iris. 

Additionally, specular reflexions may be happen inside the part of iris mangling the design of iris. 

Also, differences in distances at which the image is taken might produce in various sizes of image of 

the similar below several settings and the brightness mightn’t be distributed in regular pattern. A 

method is necessary to separate and reject these artifacts in addition to localizing the circular iris area. 

There is present number of procedures utilized for segmentation, called: Hough transforms Daugman’s 

integro-differntial operator (IDO), patterns of detection of active contour, and din and eyelash. The 

circular Hough transform utilized to identify the borders of pupil and iris. The algorithm was selected 

since it is less computationally difficult than extra methods of segmentation and it is less lying to 

specular reflexions.  
Waheed, Muhammad [27] Image will be separated into 100 sections, every section possesses 

10x10 pixels, for each square section, a standard deviation (STD) can also be accepted. Standard 

deviation statistics is a changeability measure equivalent to the arithmetic average square-root of the 

squares in the frequency allocation of the deviation from the mean. The STD is calculated more 

accurately in application and measures the average value for the nested pixels.  

        

                                                                                                                        (1)  

Where:  

 N: the pixels number in every 

segment   

 Ai: the data transformation [32]. It is estimated in relation to (1) exposed below [33]:   intensity of 

ith pixel in the segment,  Mi: the average value of pixels of window, relying on (2):  

  

                                                                                                                        (2)    

From equation (2), from the recent iris contact image test, 100 STD values are derived from 

the planned scheme. This information is used to join the chosen topology in the neural network. 

Albadarneh, Aalaa Albadarneh, Israa Alqatawna, Ja'far [30] used segmentation of image to identify 

the area of attention from the entire image.  

Alhamrouni, Mohamed [29] Daugman‘s Integro-Differential operator is utilized for 

segmentation of iris. In this method, both pupil and iris have supposed two circular formulaes [34]. 

Briefly, the procedure of segmentation of Iris is the utmost significant stage in the iris recognition 

scheme, since when the procedure of segmentation of Iris prospered this will produce properties which 

attained in the right manner, and finally great presentation in the iris recognition scheme will be 

accomplished.  

Prajwala, N. B. Pushpa, N. B [31] used canny edge detection for segmentation to finding boundaries 

in the images.  
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 XI.  NORMALIZATION  

Olatinwo, Segun O Shoewu, Oluwagbemiga Omitola, Olusegun O [24] because of the difference 

of the lighting and the hippos, the size pupil might vary and the related elastic distortions in the iris 

touch might intervene with the outcomes of design corresponding. For correct touch examination, it is 

essential to pay compensation for this distortion. It is easy to plot the ring of iris to a rectangular 

obstacle of the touch of a stable size, as both the external and internal borders of the iris have detected. 

A method created on Daugman’s rubber sheet design can be used for the normalization of areas of iris. 

The reference point is the pupil centre and radical vectors cross over the iris area. Similarly, another 

method can be used as Virtual circles.  

Albadarneh, Aalaa Albadarneh, Israa Alqatawna, Ja'far [30] applied normalization is carried out to rise 

the effectiveness of the recognition procedure and decrease din and.  

Alhamrouni, Mohamed [29] used normalization to convert the section of iris to an identified 

dimensional design so as to permit getting the properties. The procedure of normalization [35] 

produces areas of iris, which possess the identical stable measurements so as to two images of the 

similar iris in various settings will possess unique properties at the similar locative position. Model of 

Daugman’s Rubber Sheet [36] is used for normalization of iris.  

 XII.   FEATURE EXTRACTION  

Olatinwo, Segun O Shoewu, Oluwagbemiga Omitola, Olusegun O [24] the iris includes significant 

exclusive properties, for example coronas, stripes, freckles to remark but a rare. These characteristics 

are together mentioned to as the touch of the iris and take out by utilizing a variation of procedures.  

Several of these procedures can be used: Gabor filters, Wavelet encoding, Haar Wavelet,Log-Gabor 

filters, Laplacian of Gaussian filters.  

Albadarneh, Aalaa Albadarneh, Israa Alqatawna, Ja'far [30] proposed an iris system that studied 

and assessed four design of iris recognition characteristics containing a Grey Level Co-occurrence 

Matrix (GLCM), combined Gabor and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and Histogram of Oriented 

Gradients (HOG). This research concentrates on extraction of feature. It tests four features and two 

corresponding approaches to discover which will offer the greatest accurateness.  

Alhamrouni, Mohamed [29] the design of iris is set for the step of extraction of feature when the 

accomplishment of the normalization procedure for the section of iris has been done. Extracting 

characteristics from the iris image is the utmost significant stage in the iris recognition scheme; 

particularly the scheme relies on the characteristics that are attained from the design of iris. Three 

methods are utilized to get the characteristics from the iris; these methods vary from every other in 

expressions of the technique of extracting of characteristics. These methods are Local Binary Pattern 

(LBP) Histogram Oriented Gradient (HOG), and Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM), and.  

XIII.  CLASSIFICATION  

Olatinwo, Segun O Shoewu, Oluwagbemiga Omitola, Olusegun O [24] this stage comprises of 

two phases, called matching and identification. In the procedure of matching, the getting of iris 

characteristics is associated with the images of iris in the database. Comparing can be completed by 

utilizing distance of Hamming. Other methods are Weighted Euclidean distance, Normalized 

correlation.  
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WAHEED, MUHAMMAD [27] used Neural Networks techniques for identification. Methods 

of Neural network clarify two techniques for assessments, Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) 

and Linear Associative Memory Neural Network (LAM). There are two techniques are utilized in 

methods of neural network: (BPNN) and Linear (LMA) for the aim of assessments and identification. 

The way of Linear Associative Memory network, which is chose in the corresponding procedure, 

possess one node in the layer of output and 100 nodes in the layer of input. Fig 3. expose the proposed 

construction of the Linear Associative Memory network.  

 Figure III.    structure of LAM network [33]  

 
The Back Propagation Neural Network, which is proposed, has 3 nodes, 100 nodes, and 1 node 

in the layer of invisible, input, and output respectively. This geometric configuration needs invisible 

units in the range 0 to 3, the more invisible units gave the superior outcomes but difficult calculation. 

Activation tasks are tan-sigmoid motivation tasks for the entire neurons on the output layer and are 

invisible. Furthermore, technology of momentum is utilized to get a move on conjunction. The image 

divided into one hundred square matrixes, and (STD) is estimated for every section as (STD1, STD2, 

STD3… STD100). These standards run similar to the layer of input for exercise. The computed weights 

(containing biases) are put in storage in the file of database and the assessment becomes relied to notice 

any additional image of iris. Each image of iris to be verified goes in the network in the similar method, 

the output values and the outputs of the main image will be associated. Then the mistake will be related 

with 

the 10-

5 

value 

of 

tolerance, and this is the smallest value of any tried image. More properly the image is recognized 

completely when as much as the value of mistake is less.  
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 Figure IV.    BPN suggested design [37]  

At compression, the utilizing of Back Propagation Neural Network topology is more precise 

than the Linear Associative Memory network topology in recognition due to its percentages of 

Recognition for the irises tried images. ANN possesses rapid calculated approaches for identification. 

BPNN can be utilized for arrangement of pattern of iris. Method of Momentum with several tasks of 

activation in BPNN has benefits in speed and accurateness. Linear Associative Memory network is a 

quick method for identification but it has some shortcomings as a high percentage error rate associated 

with the other used approaches.  

Albadarneh, Aalaa Albadarneh, Israa Alqatawna, Ja'far… [30] They used Logistic Model Trees 

(LMT) classifier. The stage of iris-testing contains a choice whether the extracted characteristics from 

the specified iris image related with the put in storage characteristic vector of the requested individual. 

The beginning value is utilized so as to grant the choice of verification. If the level of likeness amid a 

specified iris image characteristic vector and the put in storage vector is superior to a specified 

beginning, then the employer will enter the scheme, or else, the employer is refused. The recognition 

algorithm that is utilized as a design corresponding technique to confirm an identity of individual is 

Support Vector Machines [38].  

Alhamrouni, Mohamed… [29] The K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and the Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) were utilized in two separate classifiers. These classifiers are accomplished and tried 

via extracted of features from the design of iris; every classifier is accomplished many times via the 

group of iris images then tried via another group of images of iris. Table 2 explains the outcomes of 

the projected system, where they clarify the presentation of the projected process in every database.  

 TABLE II.   ALL OUTCOMES OF THE PLANNED SYSTEM [29]  

  

Process  

  

Accurateness of  

UPOL DB  

  

Accurateness of 

IITD DB  

HOG + SVM  96.870%  97.76 

0%  

HOG + KNN  100.0%  100.0 

%  
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LBP + SVM  96.870%  99.33 

0%  

LBP + KNN  98.430%  99.55 

0%  

Combined 

(HOG&LBP) + KNN  

93.750%  
99.77 

0%  

GLCM + KNN  90.630%  90.05 

0%  

Combined 

(HOG&LBP) + SVM  

88.900%  99.33 

0%  

GLCM + SVM  81.450%  85.52 

0%  

  

Prajwala, N. B. Pushpa, N. B [31] Used correlation coefficient for classification. The value of 

numerical variance is return by the correlation coefficient amid two images of iris. If the coefficient of 

correlation is one and iris matches the images of iris taken by a similar person in the case of value, so 

the iris goes to different individuals. The Assessment of the major methods to Iris and Periocular 

recognition over various methods is display in Table 3.  
  

  

TABLE III.   ASSESSMENT OF MAJOR METHODS TO IRIS 

AND PERIOCULAR RECOGNITION.  

Authors, Year  Dataset  Features  
Rec. 

%  

ML  

Approach  

Olatinwo,Segun O  

Shoewu,  

Oluwagbemiga  

Omitola, Olusegun 

O,2013  

CASIA- 

IrisV1  
Gabor wavelet  96  

Wavelet encoding,Gabor 

filter,Haar Wavelet+ Hamming  

distance  

WAHEED, 

MUHAMMAD,2014  
CASIA  Gabor  Wavelet  99,50  

Linear Associative Memory  

(LAM),  

Backpropagation Neural 

Network (BPNN)  

Albadarneh, Aalaa  

Albadarneh, Israa  

Alqatawna,  

Ja'far,2015  

UBIRIS.V1  

(HOG), 

combined 

Gabor+DCT, 

(GLCM).  

  

92  Logistic Model Trees (LMT)  

Alhamrouni, 

Mohamed,2017  

UPOL  

database,  

IITD database  

HOG,GLCM, 

LBP  
100  

K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN),  

Support Vector Machine (SVM)  

,  
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XIV. CONCLUSION  

This study presents an analysis of different methods and techniques for the iris resignation system 

using the image-processing technique. Iris recognition is an important topic in biometrics; there are 

many methods automated for iris recognition and classification involved in this paper. From the study 

of the above iris recognition techniques, we come up with the following conclusion:  

     

The iris recognition scheme planned is common, informal to utilize, quick, and appropriate with 

various PCs. The LAM and BPNN were utilized for two approaches of the NN, the last produced the 

greatest outcomes associated with the other technique. ANN possesses quick mathematical approaches 

for identification. BPNN can be utilized for iris design organization. Furthermore, BPNN possess 

benefits in accurateness and speed. Linear Associative Memory network is a quick method for 

identification but has a shortcoming as an extraordinary rate of percentage error associated with the 

other used approaches. Histogram equalization was utilized to raise image visibility; GLCM offers the 

biggest recognition accurateness by utilizing the Logistic Model Trees classifier. All planned 

approaches in this review attained various presentations; the greatest accurateness was one hundreds, 

which is accomplished via the process of HOG+KNN. The presentation of LBP and HOG are adjacent 

to every other. Furthermore, the presentation of every one of them individually is better than the 

presentation of joining LBP & HOG. In contrast, the presentation of the method of GLCM is lesser 

than methods of HOG & LBP. In general, the results of this review are comparatively accurate. 
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